
following GM’s summary termination of
the Geo brand for 1998. The Korean-built
Kia Sportage specializes in the one thing
most buyers look for in a new car—low
price. If you can imagine a truck shrink-
wrapped into bicyclist’s pants before don-
ning cowboy chaps, hiking boots, and a
pith helmet, that’s the swagger of the
Nissan Xterra. It’s ready for anything!

For newer thinking about what an SUV
might be, look to the full-timers’ class,
which ranges from a barely disguised
sedan in the case of the Subaru Forester to
the semi-trucky looks and attitude of Dear-
born’s new pair, the Ford Escape and the
Mazda Tribute. Toyota’s redesigned RAV4
is car-based, but the result is a multipur-
pose runabout that defies classification, as
does Honda’s Civic-based CR-V. Then
there’s Hyundai’s first-ever sport-ute, and
from the name Santa Fe, you’d expect it to
be clad in stucco instead of the swoopiest

CAR and DRIVER

minimum
ground approach departure 

transfer case/ rear-diff type/ clearance, angle, angle,
center-diff type ratio inches degrees degrees

CHEVROLET part-time 2-speed/ open/ 8.0 32.0 29.2
TRACKER ZR-2 open 4.88

FORD part-time and open/ 7.8 28.5 22.0
ESCAPE XLT full-time with rear- 3.78

axle engagement/
none

HONDA full-time with open/ 8.1 31.0 29.0
CR-V SE automatic rear-axle 4.36

engagement/
none

HYUNDAI full time with open 8.1 28.0 26.0
SANTA FE automatic rear-axle 4.52
V-6 engagement/

none

JEEP part-time 2-speed/ open/ 8.1 38.0 31.0
CHEROKEE none 3.55
SPORT

KIA part-time 2-speed/ limited slip/ 7.9 36.5 36.2
SPORTAGE open 4.78
LIMITED

MAZDA part-time and open/ 8.4 30.0 32.0
TRIBUTE full-time with rear- 3.78
LX V-6 axle engagement/

none

NISSAN part-time 2-speed/ open/ 7.9 29.6 29.2
XTERRA XE V-6 open 4.36

SUBARU full-time/ limited slip/ 7.5 22.9 21.1
FORESTER S open with 4.44

automatic lock

SUZUKI part-time 2-speed/ open/ 7.5 28.5 28.1
GRAND VITARA open 4.88
JLX LIMITED V-6 

TOYOTA full-time/ open/ 6.7 28.0 29.0
RAV4 open with 3.29

automatic lock
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Kia 
Sportage Limited

Highs: Cute-ute styling, leather seats good on
the eyes and the butt, panoramic view.

Lows: Bad noises: metal-to-metal clatter at
wide-open throttle, shuddering sheetmetal over

chatter bumps, axle whine.

The Verdict: The price is appealing, all other
things being equal—except they aren’t.
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